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For a service to be context-aware it must be able to discover and take advantage of contextual information like device capabilities, user surroundings,
or the user’s current preferences. Ensuring the availability of this information
according to predefined quality parameters requires an adequate management
of the whole process of sensing, interpreting, iteratively refining and disseminating large amounts of context information in multi-provider environments.
These phases are subsumed under the term context provisioning. While research in context-awareness so far has been focusing on functionalities, this
paper explicitly emphasizes management aspects of context provisioning.
In our projects we are investigating the applicability of Web Services architectures for the provisioning of context information. Advantages are, besides
the universal reach, the simple way to describe, encapsulate, advertise and
access the services which eventually deliver the respective context information. But using Web Services for context provisioning poses two important
questions: Is the Web Services model adequate enough for building a generic
context provisioning architecture? And: Is the Web Services model at the
same time also adequate enough for the management of context provisioning? This paper addresses both, but emphasizes the management challenges,
especially regarding service configuration, inherent to context provisioning
and proposes approaches to their solution.

1 Introduction
Context-awareness has recently emerged as a new paradigm for services being reliant on
highly dynamic information about aspects of their usage surroundings (e.g. the location,
user activity, device capabilities). Various infrastructures and frameworks supporting the
construction of such context-aware services (CAS) by assisting in the process of providing
the required context information have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4].
Context Provisioning (CP) is a complex task as it has to cope with challenges like
heterogeneity of providers, highly dynamic environments, sensor imperfection, dynamic
dependencies between context information, and the quality of context information. A
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critical issue is the ability to describe how and in which order context information must
be collected from widely dispersed resources belonging to different administrative domains. The basic objectives of CP are the dynamic creation and execution of a value
chain ensuring the availability of all required context information according to predefined
quality parameters [5].
We envision that context information will typically be provided by autonomous organizations (called context providers) which would advertise their services over the Web
for seamless integration into CASs by respective service providers. Therefore, we are investigating the applicability of Web Services architectures for the provisioning of context
information. But context provisioning also leads to new management challenges [6], due
to their real-time and automation requirements, and their high dynamics.
The idea to apply Web Services Technologies to the provisioning and management of
context provisioning is, to our knowledge, new. Comparable approaches are hard to find
as almost all research projects are concentrating on functionality aspects of device-centric
context-aware services and completely neglect the management aspects. [6] is the first
paper to address specific management issues of context provisioning. Some investigations
have been undertaken, however, in order to understand automatic service composition in
general ([7] contains a good overview), the dynamic composition of Web Services in particular ([8, 9]), the semantic creation of workflows [10], and the creation of Web Services
workflows ([11]). Although none of these approaches address integrated management
aspects, their efforts are valuable when exploring specific management issues like e.g. in
configuration management.
Driven by a scenario (section 2) we will discuss in more detail special aspects of context
provisioning (section 3). In section 4 we will list some requirements for the management
of context provisioning. In section 5 we will explore the suitability of Web Services
technologies for the management of context provisioning.

2 Scenario
For illustration purposes, let us consider an Allergy Forecast Service. This (yet fictional)
context-aware service delivers a prognosis on how severe the user is expected to be
affected by pollen allergy symptoms on a given day, thereby providing her with the
opportunity to take precautions, e.g. taking an antihistamine, in due time1 . Figure 1
depicts the dependency graph of the context information that would contribute to the
context-aware service “Allergy Forecast Service”. In the context provisioning process all
required context information will need to be obtained, be it user-specific data (e.g. the
user’s profiles or her travel itinerary) or sensed data (e.g. location), or database contents
(e.g. bloom periods), or computed information (e.g. expected pollen density).
Managing context provisioning in the Allergy Forecast Service example creates several
challenges. Just to mention a few:
• What is the optimal sequence for gathering and combining the required context
information? What are good metrics for “optimal”?
1

Our service would usually be invoked manually by the user herself, e.g. through a web-based interface.
It could, however, also be invoked automatically by another service, e.g. a personal medical assistant
service. Our service would then not only be a context-aware service, but rather a context provisioning
service for the context-aware service “Medical Assistant” (see section 3).
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Figure 1: Context information contributing to the Allergy Forecast Service
• How to discover context information if the owner of that information decides to
change the provider?
• How to detect a bad quality of a context information? How is this quality being
measured? How to recover from bad quality?
• How to secure the whole provisioning process? How to detect intrusion? How to
protect the privacy of delicate information?
• How is the cooperation between the providers achieved, maybe even enforced?
Note that for a basic service (the core service), a subset of this context information
would be sufficient, (the essential context). However, the usefulness or quality of the
service can be greatly improved by processing optional context. For example, the service
could include the expected density of ozone, which might make the prediction of pollen
allergy symptoms more accurate. Or a forecast for the same day could benefit from
current pollen count data. For a forecast three days ahead the current pollen count
might be less useful, but considering the weather forecast could make a prognosis about
the amount of pollen to be expected in the atmosphere more reliable. Essential context
is necessary for the delivery of the core functionality of the context-aware service (CAS).
However, optional context may be used to improve service quality, either when e.g. a
higher than normal accuracy is requested by the user or in case the essential context
is not available with the quality required to achieve the standard CAS quality. Since
acquiring optional context might be expensive or would lengthen response times, one of
the management tasks would be resolving the trade-off between incorporating it into the
context provisioning service or not.

3 Context Provisioning
In the Allergy Forecast Service scenario, context information is needed in order to deliver
the service as required. Some of that information is sensed directly (e.g. the location
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using physical sensors, or bloom periods using databases as abstract sensors), while
others have to be refined from already available information (e.g. the pollen density
at a given location for a given time), thereby creating higher level context. Context
dissemination will collect (aggregate) context information provided by sub-services in
order to enable the further refinement or, in the last step of the context provisioning
process, providing the necessary input for adaption of the CAS.
Federation
Context provisioning implies a goal-oriented
cooperation of several actors in the roles
of CAS Users, CAS Providers, Context
Context
Providers, and Context Owners. EffecProvider
Security
tively managing context provisioning aims
Specifications
Context
at providing required context information
Delivery
with a desired level of quality thereby guaranteeing the availability of the CAS acCAS
Provider
cording to respective agreement between a
CAS Provider and a CAS Customer. Figure 2 depicts this role model, an edge beSecurity
Service
SLA
Specifications
Provisioning
tween two roles indicates a contractual or
information flow relationship. For a more
CAS
Context
thorough discussion of this model we reCAS User
Customer
Owner
fer to [6]. As one actor may play several
roles and as one role may be played by Figure 2: Context provisioning role model [6]
several actors, there is an n:m-relationship
between actors and roles.
As in the Allergy Forecast Service, the macro phases of context provisioning (i.e.
context sensing, context refinement, context dissemination) are arranged along a value
chain generating “higher level” context information from “lower level” ones (see figure
3). We consider a value chain as a specific serialization of a workflow associated with
some value function. A workflow itself denotes the automation of a process during which
documents, information, or tasks are passed from one participant (role) to another for
action according to a set of procedural rules [12].
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Figure 3: The context provisioning value chain

4 Requirements for the management of context provisioning
This section introduces some challenges for the management of context provisioning,
that were analyzed and discussed in [6].
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Context provisioning needs to cope with flexibility in at least three key aspects leading
to what is called an aggregation problem in [13]:
• The potential use of context information cannot always be anticipated and a CAS
cannot always know in advance from where to gather the context information
necessary for its adaptation.
• The composition of context information must be flexible enough to accommodate
changing characteristics of context information sources, the mobility of sensors and
actors, and the dynamic nature of required network resources.
• Context provisioning (i.e. the provider) must be able to flexibly choose context
information sources and methods of composition in order to satisfy scalability
requirements and at the same time achieve Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Qualityof-Context (QoC, see [5]) objectives.
In order to cope with these requirements, context provisioning management needs
to be able to automatically generate a complete context provisioning workflow from a
machine readable description and execute it by installing an appropriate value chain.
Context provisioning management must cope with the imperfection of context information due to sensor defects or incomplete information due to sudden sensor losses or
network faults. A requirement for an effective fault management in context provisioning
is thus the provisioning of adequate recovery mechanisms which may result in scheduling
alternative value chains through configuration management with an equivalent or similar
QoC in order to guarantee the survivability of at least the core service. The main task
of this management function is to establish the most appropriate value chain by taking
into account quality parameters and resource availabilities. In other words, value chain
creation is itself a context-aware service spanning heterogeneous systems and various
context provider domains. For accounting purposes all data related to the usage of a
context-aware service, especially to the usage of context information, need to be gathered. The usage must be assignable to the roles to be accounted. Accounting becomes
an even more critical issue when considering roaming: in foreign domains the subscribed
context provisioning services may not be available at all, or only in parts, or with a bad
quality of context information.
From a user’s perspective, a CAS “performs well” if she will always receive the anticipated deliverables with a perceived quality. From a management perspective, a CAS
provider must therefore be able to tag the value chain (and update the tags) with appropriate QoC information, see [5] for a discussion of QoC related issues.

5 Applying Web Services Technologies and Concepts to the
Management of Context Provisioning
5.1 Shared characteristics of context-aware Services and Web Services
At the same time that mobile phone network operators have been thinking about business
models and architectures for context-aware services, the concept of XML-based Web
Services has emerged.
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XML-based Web Services make use of the all but ubiquitous infrastructure for HTTP
communication, by using HTTP for transport of XML-encoded data other then HTML
pages. Web Services interact by sending SOAP messages via HTTP2 . SOAP uses a basic
XML message format that includes optional header elements and a body element within
its envelope. A SOAP body can contain any type of XML document. The standard
itself does not put any restrictions on message flow, therefore many different interaction
patterns between Web Services, e.g. one-way (1-to-1 or 1-to-many), request/response or
solicit response (request without input data) can be realized.
The typical scenarios for Web Services and context-aware services share some common
aspects. In most scenarios trying to illustrate the benefit of Web Services for end-users,
the desired result could also be achieved if the user accessed a number of web-sites herself.
But doing so would require finding suitable web-sites, browsing them and interacting
with them, manually taking information from one web-site as input for another service
offered through a WWW-interface and so on. Typical examples are the scenarios where
users want to convert results from a stock ticker into another currency and calculate the
value of their holdings, or the travel booking scenario, where a user has to access several
airline web-sites to find the cheapest flight, then book a rental car and a hotel room and
so on.
So what Web Services do (for the end-user), is mostly the automation of a more or
less complex information retrieval workflow that involves invoking numerous services,
some of which might again be dependent on others and so on. This is very much like
the process of context provisioning that we discussed earlier in section 3.

5.2 Web Services as Middleware for Context Provisioning
Since SOAP can carry any XML data, using it for the transport of context information (or
requests for them) or any other data exchange between actors in a context provisioning
process, requires only that the appropriate data is encoded in XML and that a common
understanding of the message format and interaction exits between all actors. This
can achieved by defining the access to the services offered in a WSDL [14] document.
The obvious choice of an interaction pattern between context providers and context
users would be RPC-oriented3 , realized by exchange of messages conforming to the
SOAP RPC Representation [15]. The acquirement of context by a context consumer
(a user context information, e.g. a CAS provider or a context provider needing input
for refining context) can then be realized by accessing a Web Service published by the
context provider. If context providers then also use SOAP for internal communication,
by enabling access to their sensors through SOAP via integration servers and publishing
their refinement functions as SOAP RPCs (see figure 4 on the following page), then the
whole provisioning value chain will be realized by the chaining of Web Services.
Each context provisioning service published by a context provider will then supply one
type of context information, which is either sensed or the refinement of one or several
other context information items (sensed or acquired or from other services). How this
context information is exactly procured by the context provider, should be transparent
for the context user, who will only need to define the QoC and QoS levels needed for its
2

Bindings of SOAP to other protocols are possible and definition proposals have been made for a number
of them, but to this day only the binding to HTTP is part of the SOAP standard.
3
with the context user as the invoker of the service
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Figure 4: Example of a context provisioning infrastructure
own purposes. QoC parameters can include, among others, up-to-dateness (how old can
the context information be), trustworthiness and precision (accuracy) [5]. The ability
of a context consumer to specify levels for these quality parameters when requesting a
certain type of context information, liberate him from the complexity of having to detail
the workflow of how a context item is to be procured - much like the specification of
QoS in a SLA liberates the context consumer of “classic” IT services from having to deal
with the complexities of its technical implementation. This is therefore a prerequisite if
modularity is to be achieved in context-aware systems.
The only drawback of using SOAP for communication along the context provisioning
value chain could be its “verbosity”, that might make it seem unsuitable for transport
across networks like GSM, where bandwidth is sparse and expensive. On the other
hand it is simple, can rely on widely used HTTP, and might offer easier interoperability
with Web Services accessible through the Internet, which might become numerous and
convenient sources for some types of context information in the future.

5.3 The Challenge of Providing QoC and QoS Guaranteed Context Services
Using Web Services for context provisioning does not, by itself, provide answers for any
of the questions regarding its management. For Web Services, too, no standardized techniques for managing QoS, and naturally not for managing QoC, have been established.
But the relevant standards allow extensions, and some work has already discussed possibilities for using Web Services to support management functionalities (e.g. in [16]).
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For meeting the required QoC and QoS levels in the derequest_context_xy
livery of context item, a context provider needs to build
received
the correct value chain. This might be anything but a trivial task, even if we assume, that a context provider knows
Parse QoC/QoS
about the QoS and QoC achievable by its own sensors. Conrequirements
sider again the example described in section 5.2 and depicted in figure 4. What if the services invoked at providers
Choose Refinement
Function
C and D were also available from a large number of other
providers, each offering a service with a particular combination of QoS, QoC and cost?
Gather Input Parameters
If some sub-service fails, can the invoking service still be
provided in the necessary quality? Is an alternative refineExecute Refinement
ment function achievable if the QoC delieverd by the core
Function
service does not match the demanded level?
As argued below, for answering these questions, informaReturn Result
tion about the qualities of the third party services will be
needed.
Figure 5 shows the first level activities that are executed Figure 5: First Level Workflow in CP
by a context provider. Two of these activities, choosing the
refinement function and gathering the necessary input parameters, can involve complex
workflow patterns. Consider the example of the expected pollen density service in the
Allergy Forecast Service value chain (figure 1 on page 3), where the basic service would
produce its result by checking which plants bloom at the given time, and then map the
expected user location the geographic distribution of these plants.
Higher QoC might be achieved in two
request_Pollen_count
ways: Either by choosing an alternative
received
refinement function or gathering inputs with
Parse QoC/QoS
better QoC for the original refinement funcrequirements
tion. But achieving high QoC might incur
trade-offs in achieving low response time
else
and vice versa. Consider for example the
context information current pollen count
required response time<sensor access time
from our scenario. A context provider offering this information (which, we assume,
else
needs no refinement) for a given area might
required up-to-dateness>last cache update
obtain this context by accessing a context cache, assuring a short response time
Query
– but thereby not being able to guaranQuery Cache
Sensor
tee the best possible up-to-dateness, for
which directly querying the sensors would
be necessary (see figure 6).
Return Fault
Return Result
When a refinement of context is executed, deciding on the optimal value chain
Figure 6: Simplified Workflow Example
becomes more difficult and requires predicting QoC of the output of a refinement function. This can be mapped to the QoC of
input through a mapping peculiar to each function. In such a case, information about
the input QoC levels, i.e. that of the context source (sensor or another provider) con-
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<env:Envelope
xmlns:env="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<env:Header>
<qoc:qoc-pollen
xmlns:qoc="http://contextsomething.org/pollen-count/qoc"
env:mustUnderstand="1">
<qoc:up-to-dateness value="2003-08-08-15:00" />
<qoc:presicion value="98" />
...
</qoc:qoc-pollen>
</env:Header>
...
</env:Envelope>
Figure 7: Including QoC requirements into a invocation message for the “Pollen Count”
service
sumed by the refinement function, is needed. Obviously, QoS parameters like response
times of sensors or other context sources will need to be known, too.
The required QoS and QoC should therefore be included in a service invocation and
achieved QoS and QoC should be included in service responses. The drawback to this
is, that a service will have to be invoked, and therefore possibly paid for, before its
quality can be evaluated. Another approach could be the publishing of QoC/QoSinformation services by the providers that would return the currently guaranteed quality levels for each service without the context information itself. Even when such a
QoC/QoS-information service is offered, the response to a context information request
should include the realized QoC, since it could be better than what was guaranteed.
For transport of this information over SOAP, “inline” with the message flow of a context
request or explicitly when invoking a QoS/QoC-information service, an appropriate XML
encoding (and namespace) for required QoS and QoC parameters for every type of service
need to be defined (see figure 7). In both cases this information can be included in the
SOAP header. A response message to a QoS/QoC-information request would therefore
have the same header4 as the response to a context provisioning request but carry an
empty body element. Also some convention about the semantics of these parameters
(“how and on what scale is the precision of a pollen count service measured?”) would
need to be agreed upon. Context services not offering support for QoC or QoS could
still be invoked by setting the “must understand” attribute in the corresponding header
elements to “0”. But if required elements are marked with “mustUnderstand=1”, a SOAP
server that cannot parse any of them will have to return a SOAP fault.
QoC and QoS levels of a the external context sources can primarily be supplied only
by the context providers hosting those sources. Clearly, the accuracy of this information
is essential to the consumers of the context service in question, while the provider might
4

Of course, despite identical formats, the semantics of the information would be slightly different.
A response to a QoS/QoC information request describes minimum achievable quality, while the
QoS/QoC information in the header of a context service response describes the actually achieved
quality.
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be tempted to manipulate this data in order to attract more business. This takes us
to the QoC-parameter of “trustworthiness”, a quality that is plainly not suited to be
inquired from the service5 itself. Therefore a mechanism will be needed that encourages
context providers to publish management information to their customers in an accurate
and faithful way.

5.4 Gaining Information about Trustworthiness
A possible solution could be the addition of a rating provider [17]. After a context consumer in search of a context information has acquired access data for a number of suitable
services from a service repository run by a context broker, she could query a rating service which of the services in question is recommendable in terms of their trustworthiness.
The trustworthiness levels required for these recommendations could be compiled from
ratings supplied by the customers of these providers themselves, thus creating a system
that, despite its well-known shortcomings, has been successfully used by eBay for many
years now. Of course this could still be augmented by active performance monitoring by
the rating provider, e.g. by launching test requests.
In a Web Services based federContext
ation of context providers, such
Provider
context
a rating service could be also be
delivery
accessed through SOAP Server,
serving as a frontend to the ratcontext
Context
Context
delivery
Escrow
Broker
ings database, while a context broker would run a UDDI (Universal
context
CP contact
delivery
Description, Discovery and InteInformation
gration, see) registry (also accesContext
Rating
rating
Consumer
Provider
sible through SOAP).
recommendation
In case a rating repository would
Figure 8: Roles in Context Provisioning Federation
not be sufficient or not suitable
(e.g. when a context provider is
new and therefore unrated), another actor, trusted by both parties (the context provider
and consumer) could act in the role of a context escrow, realizable by a SOAP intermediary acting as a proxy, through which context service invocations and responses would
be routed (see figure 8). Both parties would direct their SOAP messages to the escrow
service, including a header containing, besides the address of the business partner to
which the message should be forwarded, processing instructions, regarding what kind
of escrow service is requested (e.g. just counting exchanged messages or also caching
them for audit purposes). This way, service response times could also be approximately
measured. Overseeing a large number of transactions, a context escrow would then be an
excellent source for ratings, allowing new context providers to build a reputation quickly.
Of course a context escrow, context broker and rating repository service could all
be run in cooperation or even as services of a single context broker, allowing for some
synergies. E.g. services from providers with low trustworthiness could be removed
5

Trustworthiness is technically attributed to a service. In reality, however, it is a quality of a context
provider. It can therefore make sense to, instead of querying the level of trustworthiness of a single
service, to take the average level of all services offered by that provider.
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from the UDDI context registry, while the ratings database could be updated with data
gathered by the escrow service.

5.5 Controlling the Workflow
We consider effective (re-)configuration management, i.e. the ability to create, monitor, and (re-)configure optimal value chains, the first major challenge that needs to
be overcome in order to realize federated context provisioning. It also is an important
prerequisite for successfully managing fault handling and performance tuning.
Configuring a context service is about initializing its value chain. If all possible elements of a value chain are, as proposed, accessible through SOAP RPC services, then
Web Services orchestration languages, e.g. BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services, [18]) offer an elegant approach for controlling the workflow.
BPEL4WS (like other Web Services orchestration languages) describes Web Services
workflows in XML allowing for the automation of setting up “best” value chains. This
can be achieved by documenting the context provisioning workflow including all necessary conditional branches for achieving the best value chain, in a BPEL4WS document.
Such a workflow is then executable on an orchestration server. BPEL4WS is pure XML,
therefore a workflow could easily be transferred to other serves, as the realization of a
context provisioning process would be independent of the technologies (e.g. J2EE or
.NET) that the orchestration servers are based upon.
A suitable design of the workflow can support performance management through
achieving a high QoS-level. Obviously, the workflow design can also ba a way to yield
better QoC or a way to improve stability through fault handling, even though some
compromise will be needed when reconciling these aims.
BPEL4WS not only allows sequential, but also parallel invocations of other Web Services and asynchronous message flows [19], allowing, for example, when QoC is valued
higher then response time, to simultaneously invoke two (or even more) value chains
yielding different QoCs. If execution of all value chains were successful within the given
time constraints the result with the highest QoC could be used, otherwise a timeout
would trigger returning the best result achieved thus far. When on the other hand
response time is most important, the first response, regardless of its QoC could be immediately used.
Timeouts are also useful for detecting faults in proper time, before QoS guarantees
are violated, and reconfigure the value chain. Parallel execution, too, could obviously
improve fault tolerance. Caches like proposed in [6] are a possible way to enhance overall
efficiency of a context-aware system. These could again be realized by using orchestration
servers acting as service proxies based on the a SOAP intermediary. An appropriate
workflow for controlling cache access dependent on QoC has already been discussed in
section 5. In the same manner SOAP intermediaries can also be used to route SOAP
messages for load balancing purposes. Current load could either be determined directly
through including current load information in the header of service responses (in the
same manner as including QoC/QoS information) or indirectly by measuring response
times.
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6 Concluding Remarks and Outlook
In this paper we have discussed some issues in managing context provisioning in multiprovider environments by applying Web Services technologies. We have presented some
requirements for the management and we have argued that using Web Services technologies might be a promising approach for the management as well as the provisioning of
context aware services. This is not least because of some similarities between context
provisioning and Web Services. Both share many concepts but they also share many
challenges. Both offer visions of emerging services but business models are yet to evolve.
Differences may be found mostly in the type and the dynamics of information processed,
but not so much in the underlying principles. As of today we would venture to predict
that if the vision of provider-independent and interoperable context-awareness is to be
achieved, this will most likely incorporate the use of Web Services. If, on the other
hand, providers will offer their own proprietary context-aware services and regard ease
of interoperability as of minor concern, then proprietary “binary” protocols, due to their
bandwidth efficiency, will be given preference over SOAP.
This work is intended as a starting point for future work. In a next step we will study
in more detail the suitability of BPEL4WS as well as competing Web Services orchestration languages like Business Process Modelling Language (BPML) [20] for managing
the workflow of context provisioning. We are working on a prototypical realization of
the Allergy Forecast Service discussed in section 2. We will also continue our investigations on how QoC guarantees can be achieved and what impact this will have on the
applicability of Web Services technologies. An interesting question in this “context” is:
What is the impact of using Web Services technologies on the “last- and first-mile”, i.e.
when communicating with rather simple sensors?. SOAP, for example, might require too
much bandwidth and appropriate gateways might be needed. We will also investigate
aspects of both accounting and security management, as discussed in [6], in more detail.
We are especially interested in understanding the impact of context information, which
has been consciously manipulated by the context owner, on the management process.
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